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A generative AI image enhancement software that denoises, deblurs, upscales images, 
and adds realistic & natural details.
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Introduction
AI image enhancer. Generate more image details

Key Features
Denoise + Deblur + More Details + Upscale

AI Models
3 AI models trained for different images

Aiarty VS Topaz
Overview, best for, speed, quality & More
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Our Merits

Generative Image Enhancement
Denoise, deblur, upscale, sharpen, and restore images. 
Generate more details. Enhance images to the best 
quality for printing, web designing, and sharing.

Faster, Batch & Efficient

Support batch processing, possibly enhancing 1000+ 
images simultaneously. Suitable for both business and 
personal use.

Trained for AI Image & Photo

Improve or restore low-res AI art, low-quality JPEGs, and 
flawed photos; fix blurry, noisy, grainy, pixelated pictures. 
Up to 32K upscaling.

Optimized for GPU&CPU
Acceleration
Friendly to consumer-level computers, supporting 
NVIDIA/AMD/Intel GPU/CPU. Faster than most competitors. 
No editing skills required.



Enhance different images 

AI-generated
Images

Low-quality
Pictures

Photos

For severely compressed, 
blurry, noisy, grainy, 
pixelated pictures.

Restore your photos while 
keeping original. Fix the noise, 
and improve the overall clarity.

Optimized for low-res AI-
generated Images. Specially for 
Stable Diffusion & Midjourney.



Denoise

Remove image noise and deliver 
improved quality. Handle low-light
/high-ISO noise while preserving 
intricate image details.

Not only denoise, 

but also reconstruct.

Feature



Deblur Turn blurry pictures into high-fidelity perfection without artifacts. Fix motion 
blurs, lens blurs, and out-of-focus issues. Best for sharpening compressed 
and hazy web and AI-generated images.

No grains. No pixelation. More details.

Feature



More Details
Whether for 1x enhancing or 2x/4x/8x upscaling, our More-
detail model will not only preserve all the elements, but also 
create necessary details of skin, hair, textures, and so on.

More realistic details Better skin/hair/textures

For low-quality images Razor-sharp clarity

Feature



Upscale

Upscale any image to stunning 4K, 8K, and even 32K
resolution. Deliver Hollywood-level resolution and quality
without sacrificing clarity.

Resolution

32KUp
to

Feature



AI Models
3 AI models can be used for different image 
recognition and scenarios:

Generate more details, more clarity, more sharpness. 
Deblur+Denoise. Better skin & hair. Better perceptual 
quality. 

Restore original, better fidelity, more clarity, smoother.
Deblur + Denoise. Eliminate flaws. 

For photos, better fidelity, more clarity, restore original.
Deblur+Denoise. For high-quality images.



Smooth Diff Real-Photo

Select the model that best aligns with your desired
outcome, whether accentuating details, achieving a
smooth aesthetic, or maintaining the genuine essence
of your photos.

Best for

More-detail GAN

Images with more detailed 
features such as skin, hair, 
pores, textures, and 3D 
elements.

Denoise

Deblur

Images that do not need 
more details, such as faces, 
smooth surfaces, animations, 
or line drawings.

Photos of landscapes, 
distant/close-up portraits, 
architecture, natural scenes, 
and so on.

AI Model 
Comparison

Details



Aiarty TopazVS

● Up to 8x upscaling for prints, wallpaper, posters, etc.

● Quality: Generates lifelike details (better skin, hair, and natural 
texture without artifacts)

● Speed: 
- Faster processing (Optimized for CPU/NVIDIA/Intel/AMD, 

processes 100 images in 12 minutes)
- Efficient batch processing without performance degradation. 

● Ease of use: 4-in-1 process: Deblur, Denoise, DeJPEG, Upscale 
in one-click

Best for any image type needing more details and texture 
including AI art, low-quality images and real photos.

● Up to 6x upscaling

● Quality: Varies depending on models and user settings 
(potential issues like loss of detail, tiled artifacts, etc.)

● Speed: 
- Slower processing, require high-end hardware (potential 

high RAM usage, slowdowns, crashes)
- Can handle batch processing but with significant slowdown.

● Ease of use: Overwhelming with various models and settings. 
Confusing for beginners.

Best for a diverse array of photographic styles, from 
landscapes to wildlife and product photography.



A picture is worth a thousand words.

Original Topaz Photo AI Aiarty Image Enhancer



Speed 
Testing

Speed tests between Aiarty and 
Topaz can vary depending on the 
hardware you’re running it , and 
the size and complexity of the 
images being processed. The 
result we just compared was the 

Aiarty

5 Minutes Model download

Batch processing 
100 images

 
(total 32GB）

RAM

Topaz

40 Minutes Model download

Batch processing 
100 images

 
(total 32GB）

RAM

Original: 1024 x 1024

6.6GB –  9.5GB

8 Minutes

X2 Upscale

2 Minutes

X2 Upscale
Original: 1024 x 1024

7.8GB –  9.2GB

X2 upscaling feature in both apps.



Media Assets

Product Imagery
For screenshots, icons, box mockups, branding elements, 
and before-and-after comparisons, etc.

View it here ->

Test Images
We're glad to provide original images for testing, it allows 
editors to thoroughly assess Aiarty's performance.  

Get access now - >

Free License
Aiarty is giving away 1-year license FREE! No functional 
limitation. The giveaway ends on June 30. 

Check giveaway info - >

Marketing Banner
For direct use of the visual asset, please refer to the 
specific marketing banner provided below:

View it here ->

https://www.aiarty.com/media-kit/aiarty-image-enhancer/product-imagery.zip
https://www.aiarty.com/media-kit/aiarty-image-enhancer/test-images.zip
https://www.aiarty.com/solution/aiarty-image-enhancer-giveaway-faq.pdf
https://www.aiarty.com/media-kit/aiarty-image-enhancer/marketing-banner.png
https://www.aiarty.com/media-kit/aiarty-image-enhancer/marketing-banner.zip


About Us

Aiarty, the new flagship brand of Digiarty Software, inherits 
its tenet - "Art up Your Digital Life" to enhance the digital 
lives of people worldwide. We are developing state-of-the-
art AI tools that upscale and bring realistic details to images.

18
Years

Experience

6.78
Million

Images for AI training

https://www.aiarty.com




